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INTRODUCTION 

Bistorical\y, the ANC and PAC have been the two primary liberation 
movements within black politics. Since the 1920s, the Trntskyite 
socialist movements have also been important, as has the black con
sciousness movement (BCM) in the 1970s been of great significance. 
However, since their unbanning in February 1990, the ANC and PAC 
have become the two political organizations with a significant national 
presence and profile. Except for Butbelezi and his [nkatha Freedom 
Party, these two organizations have eclipsed the profile of the moderate 
homeland and urban politicians in the constitutional negotiation 
process. 

Undoubtedly when it comes to the 'politics of negotiation', Mandela 
and the ANC leadership occupy centre stage. Since their unbanning, 
they have led the bulk of black politics into a new era of transition. The 
centrality of the ANC and the high profile of its charismatic leadership 
conceals, however, its organizational forces, blurs its history, and ? 
overshadows the process by which its strategies have evolved. .~ 

Similarly, since its unbanning, the PAC has become increasingly J 
coherent as an organizational force and opposition voice on the left of :i 
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the black political spectmm. Its potential support base in the most 
alienated and disaffected sectors of the society makes it a political entity 
that cannot be ignored. 

Government is pursuing a policy of increasing the number of actors 
at the negotiation table. This is why the central policy issue arising out 
of the current state of black politics relates to the negotiation process 
itself. How will liberation movements that have traditionally at
tempted to overthrow the state participate in a political process aimed 
<1t the negotiated reconstitution of political power? What are the 
bottom lines that the two main liberation movements may be prepared 
to accept? How are these movements organized and how will this shape 
the negotiation process itself? This chapter addresses these issues as 
they appear in late 1990. 

THE ANC AND ITS ALLIES 

The ANC is not merely a small executive of influential leaders. In 
reality, it presides over a broad and complex coalition of organizations, 
formations, and social movements. Although the ANC dates back to 
1912 and it has enjoyed a rich history of political mobilization in 
previous decades, its current position is explained largely by the 
influence and power of the internal organizational formations that 
were generated by the patterns of black resistance in the 1980s. The 
changing international environment and the ANC's armed insurgency 
strategies have played a role, but in our opinion this has been far less 
significant than the internal mobilization of power against white 
minority rule. 

The ANC has consistently argued that its revolutionary strategy for 
liberation is based on 'four pillars': 

• international isolation of the South African regime; 
• armed struggle; 
• the underground organization of ANC cells; and 
• mass resistance. 

The 1985 ANC Consultative Conference in Kabwe, Zambia, 
elaborated this by defining the nature of the revolution as a 'people's 
war', i.e. a war fought by the combined forces of mass mobilization and 
armed combat. 

Figure 10.1 depicts the ANC at the centre of a complex organizational 
network that broadly falls under its control and influence. Significant
ly, however, the best developed elements of the 'inner circle' of 
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organizational power are the \::'I?F. a:nd ~.!~ and their respective 
affiliates ~ the old core of the MDM. These are the most important 
organized bases for the ANC today. 

The banning of the ANC and PAC In 1960 and tile general repression 
of legal, political, extra-parliamentary organizations gave rise, from the 
late 1970s onwards (but with earlier precedents), to collectively driven 
social movements that articulated popular grievances and demands. 
They emerged mainly in the townships, schools, rural communities, 
and the workplace, in response to the oppressive condltions ot daily 
life. These social movements stimulated collective action around im
mediate local interests and linked this to national political programmes 
aimed at the dismantling of apartheid and the creation of a non-racial 
democracy. In contrast to white politics, this resulted in social move
ment politics (i.e. collective conscious action by a defined group 
around immediate local interests driven from below, rather than party
led politics directed from above). 

The 'social movements' in this sense include the civics or residents' 
organizations that deal with general community matters such as hous
ing, rent increases, poo r services; youth congresses, student congresses, 
women's organizations, education committees responding to the 
schools crisis, and trade union locals. Then there are a string of ,1d hoc 
issue-oriented committees in specific communities: a commuter com
mittee if there is a bus boycott, a consumer boycott committee, a 
squatter committee, and an anti-removal committee. In many areas 
there ace also local representatives o f progressive professional associa
tions allied to the democratic movement: lawyers, doctors, teachers, 
welfare officers, mental health workers, and academics. 

Periodization of resistance in the l 980s 
lt is possible to divide the history of black resistance in the 1980s into 
five phases: 

• 1979-82: during this period, civics, unions and student organiza
tions were formed. Civics emerged out of numerous struggles in 
the Western Cape, Eastern Cape, Border, Natal, and the southern 
Transvaal. By 1982, under the auspices of the Federation of South 
African Trade Unions (Fosatu} and the Council of Unions of South 
Africa (Cusa), unions had managed, for the first time, to win a 
base in the factories. The formation of the Congress of South 
African Students (Cosas) in 1982 brought together the nation
wide network of student organizations that emerged in the wake 
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of the 1980 schools boycott. 

• 1983-J: the formation of the UDF in 1983 was significant for three 
reasons: firstly, it was the first 'charterist' national political centre 
since the banning of the ANC; secondly, it focused the attention 
of blact.; resistance organizations on the government's constitu
tional reforms; thirdly, and most significantly, the UDF provided 
grass-roots movements with il vehicle for linking local grievances 
with national political demands. 

• 198--1--6: beginning with the Vaal uprising in September 1984, a 
country-wide popular insurrection broke out that lasted until mid 
1986 when the national state of ~mergency was declared. Arising 
out of violent confrontations between local communities and 
security forces, this insurrectionary period marked a turning point 
for resistance politics. Firstly, in these battles, political organiza
tions saw the potential for revolutionary change, starting with the 
formation of 'embryonic organs of people's power' and linking up 
to the ANC's 'people's war' strategy. Secondly, this prepared the 
way for the re-emergence of the ANC as an openly supported 
political force. Thirdly, the unions were catapulted into this 
generalized battle against the state - a shift that was reflected in 
the formation of Cosatu in December 1985. Fourthly, a range of 
allied organizations emerged in support roles behind the UDF and 
Cosatu: churches, human rights groups, the alternative press, and 
service organizations. 

• 1986-9.- the national state of emergency and the state's 'counter
revolutionary warfare' programme had a devastating effect on the 
UDF and many of its community-based affiliates. Instead of 
retreating from the political terrain, Cosatu found itself having to 
take over the political responsibilities previously carried by the 
UDF and community leadership. The relatively protected place of 
the unions in the legal industrial relations machinery meant that 
it could take on this role and still survive the state's repressive 
measures. Similar pressures brought the churches increasing 
prominence, accounting for the role played by the SACC during 
the emergency period. Nevertheless, it would be incorrect to 
assume that the community-based formations were permanently 
crushed. 

• 1989-90: although the failure of the state of emergency first 
became apparent in October 1988 when it failed to secure sig- _._._ 
nificant polls in the black municipal elections, it was not until the .-f 
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nation-wide prisoner's hunger strike in February 1989 that this 

t. · 1 e became certain. The mass release of detainees was followed 
a1 ur h ·ct .. 

bv the defiance campaign that targeted apart et restnct10ns on 
a~cess to public facilities. Out of this re-e~~rgence came the MOM 
-an unconstituted loosely-defined coaht1on of forces that ~laced 
Cosatu and the UDF at its core. However, after the state sottened 
its stand on popular protest in the wake of the last ge~eral 

l t . ·r was the euphoric country-wide mass marches trom 
e ec 10n, 1 d - bl 
September 1989 onwards that signalled the un ema e resurrec-
tion of civil society. . 

• 1990: 2 February 1990 marked a decisive turning for the _op~os1-
t" n movements. The unbanning of restricted organizations 
e
1

~abled the organizational formation outlined in Figure 10_. ~ to 
emerge in public. In addition, the re-emergence of mass m~b1hza
t" on necrotiations with government, mass rallies, and the impact 
~f 1:ade~s like Mandela and Slovo have irreversibly changed the 
relationship between the state and civil society. . . _ 

The configuration of organizational forces that ~as emerged 1s com
I . t the core Hes the individual membership-based ANC, the 

P ex. a t tt · tage a union-based Cosatu and the SACP which remains, a ~1s s _ , 
vanguard party with overlapping membersh~p an~ leadership with the 
other two members of the 'revolutionary aliLance . 

Although many internal ANC leaders are also UDF leade'.s, t_he UDF 
will remain for the moment an alliance of grass-roots orgamzat:ons. Its 
political affiliates (e.g. the Indian congresses) will ~e absorb~d mto _the 
A~C while the rest of the UDF will help estabhsh a national civic 
fede;ation and a national women's organization. At the base, the 
community and workplace formations remain the stron_gestgrass-ro_ots 
organizati~ns. There are around 300 civic associations operating 
country-wide at the moment. 

I h t the organizations that revolve around the ANC have n s or, h r 
emerged in complex and uneven ways. The result has been t .e cre_a 10n_ 
of a multi-nodal 1eadersl1ip formation that expresses a_ diversity ot 
regional and class interests. There are, in fact, four leadership sty_les that 
permeate and cross-cut all the formations. Each style reflects different 
leadership roles played by different people over the decades. These 
leadership circles can be characterized as fol!o_ws: . _ 

• Exile leadership: this group can be d1v1ded mto the National 
Executive Committee (NEC) and the MK cadre. The NEC has spent 
most of its time juggling international alliances to protect the 
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AN C's position abroad and obtain material support. The Ml( bii~,:.> 
been de\·e!oped through military training, long periods in the~?: 
military c:imps, and has infiltrated into the country to execute-i · 
military campaigns. · • !~'ii;," 

• Prison leadership· centred around Mandela, this leadership flis'ii;,r· 
p!a~·ed a \"ital behind-the-scenes leadership role in three respecti:}:~· 
First, it has maintained Within the prisons a tightly knit and~:
ideo!ogicJ.l!y coherent leadership core. S~conct, the prison leaders~/
who were reJe.:ised back into the communities during the 1980s';\ · 
became an important national network of experienced organizers>'." 
Thirdly, after their release, the Rivonia treason trial is ts became th{\ 
A.NC's internal leadership and has become the most powerful elite a:_ 
within the A.NC because of its base in the social movements and·, 
linkages to the past. , 

• The 19805 generation.- the prison elite is connected to a new . 
generation of leaders brought to prominence by the community''· 
and workplace movements of the 1980s. This connection is im-·,~ 
portant because the '1980s generation' contributes people who . 
are effective and efficient organizers. The style is mass oriented, 
and favours legal strategies. 

• Underground leadership: over the years the ANC cultivated an 
underground of courageous organizers who, at great risk, estab
lished ANC cells to wage political struggle and lend support, where 
necessary, to armed activity. Not surprisingly, their conspiratorial 
and vanguardist style has left its mark on the political culture. 

The ANC now faces the task of integrating these various organiza
tional modes and leadership sty! es wi tl1 in its overal I sphere of influence 
into a new set of practices appropriate to the new conditions. How this 
is done will critically affect its transformation from an exile-based 
organization into a political party. This healthy political pluralism, 
however, can be problematic during times when leaders at the negotiat
ing table need to be able to manoeuver quickly and skilfully when 
under pressure to make strategic compromises or push for unanticipa
ted advantages. It is to the question of negotiations that we now turn. 

Negotiations: the evolution of a strategy · 
In October 1987 the NEC issued a statement in which it outlined the 
ANC's commitment to negotiations. At the same time its publications 
contended that while it was committed to negotiations they should 
not be seen to replace other forms of 'struggle'. It accentuated through 
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ublications that negotiations are either :complemen-
its subsequent p ' 'another site of struggle . 
tary to its four-pillar str~~e;Jiaol~adership was released in October 1~89 

When, however, the R1 the ANC statements on the question 
and Man_de~a in :ebruar_y 199~~ hasized the movement's peaceful 
of negot1at1ons mcreasmglr . pl t-1960 revolutionary agenda. 

h"l de emphas1zmg t le pos d . I 
intentions_w I e - d confrontation never occurre , rnterna 
Acting as if the era of _arme . to the re- 1960 commitment to 
'NC leaders referred mcreasmgly dppr·1marilv as a bargaming 
" d t uggle was use , 
negotiations. The arme s r h threat of real sicrnificance. ANC 
chip with the regime, rather t an a . of disc1plin; in the conduct 

h sizing the question 
l~aders began emp a h h d held high the revolutiom1ry 
of the struggle. Militant youths, w o_ !al d pan to exercise restraint. 

h th 1980s were ca e u . . 
banner throug out e , . d the aroument that negotra-

This difference of emphasis quest1one 11 s;rategy that had not 
I n element of an overa NC' 

tions were mere y a . . 'f ur i!lars'. This complicates the A s 
deviated from the trad1t1onal o dp tal is its shift to 'negotiation 

t . tions· how fun amen I t 
strategy on nego ra . . f the struggle in the batt e o 

• t· s another site o d 
politics'; are negot~a ion h ffectiveiy replaced both the arme 
seize power militant y; ~r _have t /Ye 

5truggle and mass mob1!Jzat1on.. h ANC was committed to a 
. f st of its history, t e . h" 

Undeniably or mo outh African conflict. However, tort irty 
negotiated settlementto the 5 . d to the 'armed struggle' and the 
vears (1960-90) it was also comm1~te nade to overthrow white power 
~otion that efforts would have _to de t e to the negotiating table. 

. ment retuse to com I 
militarily if the govern . the political environment took pace 
During the late 1980s changes m 1 . ry position that upheld the 

. . h"ft from a revo ut1ona f 
that resulted m s I s . , to a more complex strategy 0 
necessity for 'armed seizure of P?7ee~ settlement. These changes in• 
transition premised on a negot1a 

eluded: h t of the armed component of the 
• limitations of the real t rea b. d with the effectiveness of 

ANC's revolutionary strategy, c~m mtte· g off the state's options 
bT tion m cu m 

internal popular mo I lZa i . of the ANC was becoming 
and making it realize that the exc us1on 

increasing! y untenable; T r on particular! y the bi-partisan 
a world-wide mood of reconct1l1a I es~lution of conflicts through 

mmitment to ie r 'b" 
superpower co . f l resolution of the Nam1 ,an 
negotiation; {This led t~ the pea~e ~ar perspectives on the South 
question and fostered, m turn, s1m1 
African crisis.) 
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• immense pressure that was exerted on the ANC by the Soviet 
Union, Frontline states, other Western powers, and a number of 
South African whites who visited the organiz:at"ion in Lusaka to 
consider negotiations .seriously; and 

• moves by the South African state, and foreign states, to use 
negotiations in part to demobilize the militant structures of the 
ANC and its allied organizations inside the country. (This com
pelled the organization to takt? a position on the subject to attempt 
to pre-empt gm·ernment from winning the moral high ground.) 

These developments gave the .-\NC little option but to respond to the 
emerging negotiation initiative. From a revolutionary agenda (1961-
87) there was a growing realization within the ANC, dating back to 
1985, of the inevitability of negotiations. 

Opening the Kabwe Conference in 1985, President Oliver Tambo 
made an observation about the growing speculation that negotiations 
between the ANC and the government were imminent. While he 
expressed the NEC's conviction that the state was not interested in a 
just solution of the South African question, he also contended: 

... tile NEC is of the view that we cu.nnot be seen to be rejecting a 
negotiated settlement in principle. In any case, 110 revolutionary move
ment can be against negotiations in principle. 

This signalled the ANC's wilJingnt?ss to negotiate. However, the 
re!ea:se of political prisoners was made a non-negotiable pre-condition. 
The conference sealed this by passing a resolution stating that 'we 
cannot even consider the issue of a negotiated settlement of the South 
African question while our leaders are in prison'. 

The Eminent Persons Group (EPG) that was sent to South Africa by 
the Commonwealth during the first months of 1986 attempted to find 
a 'negotiation formula' with which both the Sou th African government 
and the ANC could agree. With some hesitation, the ANC expressed 
its willingness to adopt this. However, this initiative collapsed after the 
SADF bombed ANC bases in Frontline cities in May 1986. The ANC was 
thus saved from the consequences of trying to get the formula accepted 
within the country at the very time when its constituency was reaching 
a peak of popular upheaval. The failure of the EPG initiative confirmed 
the ANC's scepticism about the state and virtually removed the concept 
of negotiations from the headlines un ti! 198 7. 

However, the idea did not die. As the intensity of pressures to 
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. d th ANC on 9 October 1987 took a formal position: negotiate mcrease ' e 

Id like to reaffinn that die ANC and the masses 
... once more, we wou i i willing to enter into genuine 
of()ur people ,1s u whole are rem.ya,;' lt tl!e transformation of v11r 
,;egoti11tiol!S provided they are im~e,I ~ I J,.r.,L"'' Tlris and on/v tliis, 

. d i non racw uerri~,..... , . 
cowrtrr into a u111te aw_ - . . ' roc~ss (ANC st:itement on 
s/wuld be thi: objective or any_negotwtms p . 
negotiation, 9 October 1981) 

called on the state to demonstrate its 
In this document the A~~ t nducive to ne<Jotiations, and put 

~eriousness and to create a c ima e cod·1tions· releas: prisoners, lift the 
d . w well known pre-con . k 

forwar its no - . ions and confine troops to barrac ·s. 
emergency, unban orgam~at_ ' ·tion and respond to pressure to 

To strength~~ its n~~ot1at1on P?:~ ost-a artheid polity, the ANC 
elaborate its v1s1on ot an alter~Jt~. p for :ublic debate in October 
released its Constitutional Gm e mes 

1988. 1989 the world's major forums passed 
Between May_ and December. d settlement. These occurred, inter 

resolutions callmg for a negotiate . of Heads of State and 
h Th' d Francophone Conterence 

alia, at t e u. k . May the Organization of African 
Government that met in Da -ar l~ . , in Se tember at the Ninth 
Unity (OAU) conference that met mdHi~~:mme~t of the,Non-Aligned 
Conference of the He~tb of Sta~ea~l September, the Commonwealth 
~ovement that met m 3elgra f nee that met in Kuala Lampur 

d f S t 1d Government con ere bl 
Hea so ta e a1 . d. th United Nations General Assem y in October, and was retlecte rn e 

. . ssed in December. 
Resolution that was pa . 

22 
August 1989 the ANC 

. . diplomatic offensive on h 
In its m~ior . 01\U S ecial Sub-committee on Sout em 

succeeded m getting the . . ~ t Mubarak to adopt an ANC
Africa. chaired by Egypt's _Pr~s1 enTh. was th~ position which was 

• · on negot1at1ons. is 
1 authored pos1t1on OAU and the non-aligned states. It was a so 

later adopted by 
th

e ll' t the CDF in December 1989. 
adopted by the MDM and it~ ad ies a domi~ated by state attempts to 

I h h the 1987-9 peno was d 
A t oug . h ANC De Klerk has implemente a 

initiate negotiations w1thou~ t ~ I ~ly premised on what a UDF 
liberalization programme t. at IS c e~ h'ft [that! involves a public 
discussion paper called a 'maior s~at~g1~:ic;es·~~ the one hand and the 
acceptance of the fail~~e of apart ;~ p [t also involves an acceptance 
need to establish paht1cal dei;octh 1trica is not via the puppets and 
that the path towards a new ou 
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puppet structures, but rather through negotiations with the ANC as the 
leader of the liberation forces. As a party, the Nationalists have come 
to terms with the reality that its monopoly of state power has reached 
the end of the road'. 

This remarkable statement contrasts markedly with the Kabwe assess
ment and puts into pbce an absolute pre-condition for the commen. 
cement of a democratic transition: the willingness of the opposition to 
believe the stated intentions of the ini:umbent regime. 

De I<lerk allowed mass demonstrations and rallies, released Sisulu and 
the Rivonia political prisoners in October 1989, limited the powers of 
the security establishment, eliminated .some elements of apartheid, and 
on 2 February 1990 officially unbanned the ANC and other political 
organizations, announced the release of Mandela, and promised to 
dismantle apartheid. All this was a prelude to the historic meeting 
between the ANC and the government at Groote Schuur in May 1990 
where a joint commitment to a negotiated settlement was signed. 

· Some strategic options and bottom lines 
The political game plan that shapes the strategic thinking of the ANC 
and its allies comes directly from the Harare Declaration. Four stages 
are envisaged: 

• the meeting of the pre-conditions; · ! :· 
• the negotiation of the cessation of hostilities; ; 
• the establishment of an interim government to supervise the 

transition; and 

• the creation of a 'mechanism' to negotiate a new constitution, i.e. 
a constituent assembly. 

Clearly, the Groote Schuur Minute relates to the first two stages only .. 
In return for ANC co-operation on maintaining stability and ending ::. 
violence, the government agreed to release all political prisoners and · 
lift the state of emergency. Only once this was achieved wus the ANC ••· 
prepared to suspend the armed struggle in return for agreement on the .: 
control and deployment of the security forces. This logic was over·~~ 
turned in ~ when the Pretoria Minute was signed by the J 
ANC and the government in terms of which the ANC suspended the ,-_:: 
armed struggle prior to these conditions being met. :l•; -

There are two ANC perspectives of this game plan. The first is shared} 
by the 'negotiators' who accept that a revolution is not practically')\. 
possible in South Africa and that a negotiated settlement, with the?/ .. 
compromises this will entail is the only option. .,t,_{?/ ~ 

. 0 ~ 
,. l'i 
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For the 'negotiators', free association (once the 'pre-conditions' have 
been met), the limiting of the armed might of the state, the joint 
m;:ina<>ement of tl1e transition (via an interim government), and then 
the ei:ction oi a body to formulate the new constitution is the best and 
most effective way of achieving the new South Africa. Fur them, the 
situation requires polltical stability, a limited armed presence on all 
side~, a strong NP to limit the growth of the right-wing-controlled 
securitv forces, and a constant process of dialogue to resolve problems 
as the~ arise. The negotiators argue that the ANC and its allies must 
co-ordinate all efforts to determine who will be Jt the negotiating table, 
and to strengthen their hand during the process. 

The 'revolutionary' perspective on the Harare Declaration is that the 
combined effect of free association, a mutually-binding cessation of 
hostilities, anc.l an interim government will so severely constrain the 
regime that a revolutionary condition could develop. If this is exploited 
bv the creation of 'dual power' relations on the ground, the winning 
o~er of increasing numbers of black security personnel, and the crea
tion of a broad-based patriotic front for a constituent assembly, then 
they argue there is no reason why a revolutionary rupture could not 
arise. After all, it was precisely this combination of processes that took 
Russia from February to October 1917. 

The success of the 'revolutionary scenario' will depend on two 
conditions. First, there must be a growth of militant right-wing forces 
who through attacks on black communities raise the level of revolu
tionary mobilization and simultaneously undermine the state's ability 
to control the situation. And secondly, the continued refusal by the 
stJte to agree to the establishment of a constituent assembly. The 
greater the threat of violent regression to authoritarianism, the more 
attractive a constituent assembly is going to become for a very wide 
range of societal forces who will wittingly and unwittingly contribute 
to the critical weakening of the regime. 

There is ample evidence to conclude that the 'negotiators' have the 
upper hand in the ANC at the moment. This, however, could change 
if the balance of power changes. Government has decided to liberalize 
because it thinks it can control the process. If it loses control and a 
revolutionary situation develops, then everything will depend on: 

• whether the ANC and its allies will choose to and have the 
organizational capacity to exploit this situation or not; and 

• whether De K!erk's coalition of 'softliners' will pull back and 
discontinue the transition or move to a transitional government 
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of ·national unity' with the 'negotiators' within the ANC. 
The bottom line towards tile end of 1990 is that the ANC is com

mitted to negotiations if conditions are such that a revolution is not 
possible. The possibility of revolution, however, is never objectively 
determined. Its possibility is decided upon by the subjective evalua. 
tions of the revolutionaries themselves and the counter-revolutionary 
forces within or beyond the regime. Before they act. revolutionaries 
will count the cost of going for revolution, and counter-revolutionaries 
will count the cost of moving against the revolution. If these two cancel 
each other out, then a non-revolutionary transition managed skilfully 
by the 'softliners' on both sides becomes a fragile possibility. 

The new constitution 
As far as constltutional goals are concerned, much will depend on 
whether a distinction will be drawn by the ANC between transitional 
arrangements and ultimate goals. Albie Sachs (1990), one of the ANC's 
leading constitutional thinkers, has summarized ANC constitutional 
policy as follows: 

• equal rights for all South African citizens, irrespective of race, 
colour, gender, or creed; 

• a government accountable at all levels to the people through 
periodic and free elections based on the principles of universal 
suffrage on a common voter's ro!I; 

• political pluralism, a multi-party state, and freedom of speech and 
as~embly; 

• a mixed economy; 
• protection of fundamental rights and freedoms through a justici• 

able Bill of Rights; and 
• a separation of powers including an independent and non-racial 

judiciary entrusted with the task of upholding the rule of law and 
the principles of the constitution. 

During the course of 1990, as indicated in the previous chapters, the 
NP has moved away from the old formulation of 'group rights' plus 
government based on the principle of 'concurrent majorities'. Instead, 
it has now conceded that the 'majority will ru!e' and that mechanisms 
will be required to protect 'minorities from the abuse of power by the 
maiority'. In other words, the NP retains its commitment to the 
consociationa! principle, but it has accepted that this must be within 
a non-racial framework. In this model, whites will not be protected by 
virtue of the colour of their skin, but by virtue of their numerical status ;:-

'.:li· 
ij} 
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35 a minority. Although the ANC is committed to the majoritarian 
principle in the long run, is there any indication of :i.~ ~cceptance_of a 
non-racial consociational principle during a trans1t1onary penod? 
Once again, Albie Sachs points the way. 
· Sachs ( 1990, p. 18) argues that it ' ... should not be impossible to 
Jevise constitutional mechanisms consistent with the principles of 
non-racial democracy and equally with the goals of consociationalism 
and internationally accepted norms in relation to the protecti1m of 
minority rights'. He goes on to argue that these kinds of mechanisms 
could be vital during a transitionary period: 

Cv11fide11ce-bui/ding measures based 011 (omocia tiona/ notions and of ,1 

remporary kind would not be inconsistent with tlie goals of democrncy; 
on tile contrary, provided their short-lived character was clearly u11d1:r
stvad, a r1d the goal of mm-rndal democr<1c,v w,1.5 always kept firmly in 
mind thev could be seen as positive in the South A(ricw1 co11teH . .-\. 
rnret~ker ~dministration based to some extent 011 consociational fomrs 
of rep res en ta tion could in fact be one of many possible mem is for creat
ing conditions for the introduction of (11ll, mlll-racial democracy (Sachs, 
1990, pp. 19-20) 

Clearly this type of scenario fits in with the overall strategic objective 
of the 'negotiators'. lt contains compromises - 'checks and balances' 
- that would, however, be unacceptable to 'revolutionaries' who do 
not want to lock the popular movement into a constitutional deal that 
could undermine the moral legitimacy of a revolutionary programme. 

The ANC can, for the moment, contain the 'negotiation' and 
'revolutionary' positions within the ambit of its current policy posi
tion. This will remain stable as long as negotiation can be depicted as 
being consistent with a revolutionary process of social change that 
excludes armed seizure of power. However, this may become increas
ingly unconvincing if negotiation entails maior compromises that key 
A~C constituencies perceive as too big a price to pay. There are signs 
that this has already begun to happen in relation to the ANC's com
mitment to the suspension of armed struggle in the Pretoria Minute. 

Contrary to popular news, the key strategic choice between revolu
tion and negotiation still neet1s to be made. The chances of the ANC 
choosing revolution will increase if it is forced into accepting com
promises that are too great for its constituency to stomach. At this point 
negotiating and losing support or revolution in order to retain support 
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may be its only choices. Until the ANC can negotiate and maintain its 
support base, the transition wit! not, to use Mandel;;'s words, be 
'irreversible' . 

THE PAC 

Historical origin 
The P.-\C was launched at a conference in Soweto on S-6 April 1959 
after some ye:m oi tension in the ANC's Transvaal branch. Tensions 
began in the early l 950s when some members of the ANC Youth League 
in Orlando started complaining about the involvement of other races 
in the struggle . .-\t the forefront of the complainants were Potlako 
Leballo, Zeph ~Iochopheng, Peter Raboroko, and Josias Madzunya, 
••,;ho later came to form an Afri<.:anist bloc within the ANC. They 
eventually broke away from the ANC to form the PAC, with Sobukwe 
and Leballo elected president and general-secretary respectively. 

The primary point of difference with tl)e ANC hinged on the role of 
white and communist members in the struggle as well as the perceived 
concessions to the co-existence of racial groups set out in the Freedom 
Charter. The P . .\C contended that the indigenous Africans could and 
should shape their own destiny and that as members of the most 
oppressed and exploited group they should be the ones who are at the 
forefront of the struggle. 5obukwe stated the PAC position clearly in 
1959: 

We aim, politically, at govemment of the Afrirn11s, by the Africans, for 
the Africans, with everybocl,v w/10 owt'S his only lo_valty to Africa and 
who is prep,ired to accept the democratic mle v{an AfricLln majority, 
being regarded ,1s ,m African (Karis & Gerhart, 19 77, p. 516). 

important campaigns undertaken by tbe PAC prior to its banning on 
8 April 1960 included the anti-pass campaign which resulted in the 
Sharpcvitle Massacre of 21 March 1960, arid massive marches in the 
Cape. 

After its banning the PAC reconstituted itself in exile and established 
a military wing called P~qo. Its life in exile has been riven by t~nsions 
and factionalism. This is one of the reasons for its limited arme·a 
capacity and failure to take better advantage of the '1976 generation' 
than it did. 

It wa~ only with the continued centrality of 'negotiations' across the 
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south .-\frican political spectrum that the PAC began to make a sig
nificant come-back in the politics of resistance. But even here its 
si~nificance lies not in its support for negotiations, but in its opposition 
to ..:ompromise. Opposition is its main platform in the pre-liberation 
~cramble for black support between the emerglng internal black parties. 
,- During the late 1980s .-'ifricanists decided to re-establish a formal 
national polltical presence inside the country. While consecutive states 
oi emergency h ampered the execution of this decision, the liberaliza
tion process and the freeing of political activity presented new oppor
tunities that were quickly exploited. 

Fo llowing two conferences that were held in Johannesburg and Cape 
Town, the Pan Afrkanist Movement (PAM) was launched in .early 
December 1989. 

At an Africnnist consultative conference held in Harare on 2-4 March 
1990 which was attended by both the P . ..\M and the PAC, it was decided 
that the two organizations should retain their separate structures. It 
was agreed that the internal structure would deal with political work 
while the external mission was to retain and intensify its military tasks, 

A brief two months later, however, as a follow-up to the Harare 
decision the PAM in its special congress held in Botshabelo, Bloemfon
tein on the 10 March 1990, changed its name to PAC (Internal). The 
resolution stated that: 

Tlie PAM is now S11perfl11u11s and that we all become part of PAC (111ter-
11i1l), an organization wllich shares the ideology of Pan A{ricanism 1vitl1 
the PAC (facemal) and we f11rtlle.r acknowledge the need for the PA(.' 
(E.x.temal) to engage the racist settler regimr.: in all fonns of stmggle 
including U1e anned struggle, but tllat tlte PAC (l11temal) delineates for 
itself the role o(polilirnl mobilization of the African masses to liberate 
themsf!lves 1111der the banners of Pan Africanism, and that PAC (Inter
nal) retain fmtenwl relaliu/15 with PAC (Extemal). 

According to Benny Alexander, secretary-genera! of PAC ([nterna!), 
the two branches of the PAC are separate and distinct. 1 They are parallel 
and not subordinate to each o ther. The PAC (External) has full juris
diction on external and militarv matters whereas the PAC (Internal) is 
charged with potith.:al issues arising at home.2 

The PAC (Internal) is quasi-federal. It has both affiliate organizations 
and card-carrying members. (See Figure 10.2.) Its affiliates include 
Azanian National Youth Unity (Azanyu), the Pan Africanist Student 
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Organization 1Paso'i, the African Women's Organization (AWO), aiJ' 
the African Libour Co-ordinating Committee {Alcoc). These affiliates - · 
are also represented on the National Executive Committee. , ;ijf 

The P . .\C (External) is based in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. ft also has;i,· • 
offices in Botswana (Gaborone), Zimbabwe (Harare), Kenya (Nairobi)/ 
Shana, Uganda, Libya, Nigeria, Sudan, Guine Connekry, Egypt, the1: 
West Indies, Australia, West Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Holland;'· 
London, Iran. [raq, West Canada, Washington, nnd New York.3 :.'1.i 

Decision-making is carried out through the central committee at the· 
top followed by the chairperson, chief representative officers, and 
branches. The PAC's military arm is now called the .-\zanian People's 
Liberation Army (Apia). Its trade union arm is Nactu. Following the' 
announcement of the unbannings of political organizations by the· 
government, the P.-\C's mouthpiece, The Africimist, resumed publica
tion from 6 April 1990, thirty-one years, to the day, since the organiza-·_ 
tion was formed in 1959. rii 

The ideological position of the PAC is a mixture of classical African· 
nationalism and Maoism (or the Maoist rendition of Marxist
Leninism). The indigenous people - the Africans - are seen as a 
nation whose historical task is to reclaim its national identity by 
constituting a sovereign and independent African state caJled Azania. 
Because capitalist imperialism is what maintains the present state, and 
because the leading force in the liberation struggle is the African 
working class, the new Azania will, by definition, be socialist. 

The PAC and negotiations 
Over the last eighteen months, the PAC's position on negotiations 
developed from outright rejection to conditional acceptance. In 
February 1988 when the ANC was positioning itself on negotiations 
with the government, PA.C's foreign affairs secretary, Gora Ebrahim, 
stated that his organization intended to strengthen its military arsenal 
and to LI!!~mify !he i\frq~d stfl:1ggJe inside the country. I le said that the 
PAC saw no grounds for negotiating with the government. 

When, in August 1989, the OAU adopted the A.NC-sanctioned state
ment on negotiations (the Harare Declaration), the PAC contended 
that it was not the right time to negotiate with the 'racist regime'. 
Mothopeng called for the intensification of the armed struggle and, 
referring to the ANC, pointed out that 'if others want to throw in the 
towel, they could do so. Up to now F. W. de Klerk ha~ not committed 
himself to anything tangible and has not spelled out what negotiation 
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mean:;' tR11si11e.ss D,1_r. -l September 1989). . 

The P.-\C's position on negotiations was further reemphasized · · .·, 
P bl' · J I 'fl m 1ts u 11.:au?ns. o mson '" ambo in Az1111ia Cmnbat, a pub!i<.:.:ition of th 
APL-\,. re1cctelt neg~ti:ition out of hand stating there was , ... nothin e 
to ~alk J~out_ at this sta?e. The complete transfer of power from th! 
wh_1~e- mmorny to the indigenous African was not negotiable. The 
rac1~~s understand only one language, the language of the gun and 
nothing e!Sc' {Mlambo. 19891. 

I~ a joint consultath·e confer~nce of the PAC and the PAM in Harare 
0

1
_1 ---1 March 1990, th: organization rejected negotiations in favour 

ot one person one vote tor a constituent assembly. Its resolution stated: 

• •. nuti11g tlznt the regime is still committed to gro11p concepts for the so. 
~all~cl 1_1ew 5011th Africa, and further noting that 87 per cent of the /and 
IS sol'. 111 the Jumds of the minority and that this, together with the 
ques_t10_11 of the redistribution of all resources is a fimdamental c011• 
tmd1ct1on, and considering that the question of a new co11stih1tio11 ,ind 
represe11tatio11 of the masses is 110w being prompted, we liereb)-' reslllve 
that: 

• '.1egotiations will only be meaningful if the regime cannot commit 
1ts~l( to majority mle without group vote powers or special group 
pnnleges, ,md 

• if the regime in principle commits irself to the redistribution of 
resources of which /a11d is primary, 

• that the rmlv method to dctennine both represmtativity o{the masses 
and who should draft tire constitution is a Comtituent Assembly 
based 011 one-person-one-vote on a common voters roil, mul 

• rhat Mr. F. W. de Klerk cannot preside over a Co11stit11e11t Assembly, 
thrs should be done by the feadl!r of the majority party. 

_The P.~C'_s earlier position on negotiations rejected outright the idea 
ot negot1at1ons and only saw it as feasible after the regime has been 
prop~lled to _the ~egotiating table by force of arms to negotiate the 
terms of cap1tulat1on. The present position as reflected in the above 
resolution shows an implicit acceptance to negotiate, but only after the 
acceptance by the South African government of two principles, name
ly, the return of the land and one person one vote for a constituent 
assembly. 

Mothopeng, after the consultative conference, emphasized that until 
the above 'pre-conditions' were met his organization would continue 
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ivith the armed struggle. He stated that 'one cannot be expected to 
abandon the bullet until the ballot is secured to contest power' 

(Smvt't,111, 6 \fi1rch, 1990). . . 
. ..\ lengthy letter addressed to the OAU was dratted on 13 March 1~90. 

outlining the PAC's position on negotiations with the South Atncan 
go\·ernment (PAC, l 990). The letter called for the election ot a con
stituent assembly which alone would be empowered to draw up a new 
constitution for the country. It insisted that the following five 'political 
pillars' of apartheid were non-negotiable and should be removed by 
the government unilaterally: 

• the 1950 Population Registration Act 
• the 1913 and 1936 Land Acts 
• the 1953 Bantu Education Act 
• the 1959 Promotion of Bantu Self-Government Act, and 
• the South African Constitution Act. 

The letter pledged that the important leverage of armed struggle and 
sanctions should not be compromised or abandoned and called on the 
OAU to encourage both the PAC and the ANC to form a principlt:d 
united from to unify and co-ordinate the liberation efforts of the 
oppressed masses. In general, t he letter supported most of the condi• 
tions outlined in the OAU's Harare and the UN Declarations and 
warned the OAU not to retreat from these conditions. 

The current position of the PAC on negotiations has softened because 
at least n ow it is prepared to participate in a constituent assembly if 
this is constituted as a result of the ANC-NP negotiations. 

Talking about negotiations in an interview with Work In Progress, 
(Alexander, 1990), Benny Alexander presented the PA.C's most 

moderate face: 

We have never said we are ag,1inst negotiations. We have put our 
positiuns, but because it is assumed by the media thnt these arr! not 
eusilv agreeable to tile government, the journalists therefore say we are 
agai;uc 11egoriatio11S. We are prepared to negotiate two issues. One, the 
q11estio11 of ow11ersllip of resources, of wlzic/1 land is primary. Two, tire 
question of liberty, 011e-perso11, ,me-vote in a u11itary state witliout 
checks and bHia1rces for groups. Once the govemment is it1 principle 
prepared to negotiate 011 these items, we will be prepared to talk abuul 
them. 

The PAC refuses to differenti.:ite between climate, pre-conditions, and 
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an agenda for negotiations. The question of the return of the land and 
o?~ person one vote constitute for the PAC 'our climate, our pre-con
d1t1.ons, our agenda, our everything' (SAJRR, 1989, p. 69 7). ,, ,(.~ 

Smee the :\fay 1990 talks between the ANC and the government th · 
PAC's positi~n on negotiations has become confused which, in r'.urri~ 
retl~cts growing, but suppressed, tensions within the organization. Ju 
position has vacillated between conditional acceptance of negotiations 
referred to above, and outright rejec tion. When the ANC met the 
government on 2 :\fay, the P . .\C issued a statement c riticlzJng the ANC 
for meeting with the government before consulting with other libera-· 
lion organizations. Citing the spiralling wave of violence and De 
~lerk's 'lir~it~d reform' initiatives, it argued that it was not opportune 
tor the ANC to ta lk to the government and ridiculed its moves as 
c~pitulative. Confident of the alleged growing support from the ranks 
ot th~ ~outh, it stiffened Its position against negotiations hoping that 
a sigmf1cant amount of people disillusioned by the ANC's compromises 
would swell its ranks. . 

In June 1990 the PAC released its economic policy document which 
caused tensions within the organization. For the first time in recent 
hJs~ory, Jts mode of expression was relieved of its revolutionary and 
socialist rhetoric. An unprecedented acceptance of the weaknesses of 
the liberation movement in general was made followed by a piercing 
critique. The liberation movement was said to have failed to overthrow 
the South African state through revolutionarv means and that it: 

. . 

... ~ru in the past, ex.celled in squandering revolutionary opportunities. 
Reha nee on external missions of the liberation movement has under
mined lucal initiatives by the Azanian people to liberate themselves. 
T11c e.i:tema/ missions have use,/ the Afrlca11 people o(Azanla as their 
i11stnm1ents principally for international publicity. The development of 
local political leadership has been dwarfed or IJas always been made to 
depen,i on ratificatio11 or blessinJ by and of the le11dership in the exter
nal missions (PAC workshop, June 1990). 

The PAC policy document condemned negotiations as only aimed 
at the protection of the entrenched economic interest of the 'European 
capitalist settlers' and the co-option of the African petty bourgeoisle 
and elites into the capitalist system. But, in a contradictory conduding ·.: 
note, the policy document moved a step backwards to accept the · ·:= 
significance of negotiations despite the limited rewards that can be (.' 

-~ 
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,.tracted from ne0 otiatioos. It contended: e., o 

Successfi1/ political 11egotic1tio11s will 011/y provide mi11im11m ?Pportrmity 
fvr ll1t! Africa11 libemtion moveme11t tv continue to stmgsle for tn,e 
politi,,11 a11d economic independettc;. It ?°':s also app~nr that tire, 
m.'goti,ztion stage is unavoidable. H,Jwt 1s. 11npvrta11c_,s ,wt to ntllke the 
Afric,m people to /111ve too rrmch expectt1t101tS 011t vf it. But to make 
them ,1war<.' that whatever positive outcomes that cw, be ~cra_petl vut of 
these 11egotiations should be scraped, but only as mei111s for fi1rt/rer 
stnrggling (PAC workshop, June 1990). 

While t his document demonstrated a shift in the PA C's position on 
economic and political issues, it was dlsowne~ by its key off_icial figures 
and severelv criticized by the organizations youth section. Benny 
Alexander, the PAC's internal general secretary, refused to ~ommt:nt 
on the document when he released It to the press, adding more 
suspicion about its source within the organization. _ 

While the controversy around the policy document remained sup
pressed, the PAC continued its drive to rival the ANC in the scramble 
for black support. Commentators predicted. that the angry youth would 
swell the ranks of the PAC. However, tests of this growth suggest 
otherwise. Contrary to expectatio ns of high tum-outs at PAC-organized 
16 June commemoration rallies in 1990, an unimpressive number of 
people attended as compared to the huge numb~rs ~hat attended ANC 
rallies throughout the country. In addition, despite its ob1ect1o n to the 
national stayaway organized by the ANC on 2 July 1990, aln_iost 80 per 
cent of the black population did not tum up for work (even 1f for other 
reasons). ~ 

Notwithstanding the differences between the ANC and PAC, there 
are some common positions. Both organizations support the concept 
of the election of a constituent assembly which will draw a new 
constitution for the country. The fact that the government hils rej~~ted 
this idea makes it possible fo r the two organizations to join hands in a 
broad 'patriotic fro nt'. 

CONCLUSION 

Although international factors were Important in brlnging the m_ajor 
actors to the point where a negotiated transition ha.s become possible, 
it was effective internal processes of mass protest and grass-roots 
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organization that steadily cut off the state's options and prepared the 
way for a negotiated compromise. We argued that during the l98(b 
these internal processes were social movement driven rather than 
party-led. 

At the outset of this chapter we posed questions relating to: 
• the organizational structure of these movements; 

• the way the major mQ\·ements were making the shift to negotia
tion politics; and 

• the bottom-line policy positions of the major black politicaJ 
movements. 

From an organizational point of view, it is clear that by mid 1990 the 
PAC, the A.NC, and the A;-.IC's alJied formations were making progress 
in the struggle to create political organizations capable of participating 
in the legalized political process. However, they had a long way to go 
to being effective political machines capable of organizing identifiable 
constituencies for clear-cut policy objectives according to a predeter
mined programme of action. Integrating their various leadership nodes 
and generations into a coherent leadership structure is just one prob
lem that these movements will face for some time to come. Another 
will be the problems involved in marrying the grass-roots social move
ment tradition with party-style political organizing. 

However, there are signs that the task of creating new political 
institutions and methods of participation are beginning to be tackled 
in a way that is hopeful for those who would like to see a multi-party, 
representative system premised on a strong and robust civil society of 
independent associations. The chances of a single authoritarian elite 
seizing a monopoly on power is remote because of the way South 
Africa's economic structure has generated a multiplicity of competing 
points of power and because of the way its complex political culture 
has developed. 

How the complex of social and political movements that lie at the 
heart of black politics adjust to the new era of political transition will 
depend on their attitude towards negotiations. Within the ANC and 
the PAC there are competing viewpoints. In general, the core ANC 
leadership is committed to a negotiated transition. However, there are 
also those in the ANC camp that argue that an insurrectionary strategy 
may, at some point in the future, become a viable option. 

The insurrectionary approach is dominant within the PAC. There are, 
however, signs of a shift in certain PAC circles towards a position more 
sympathetic towards the notion of negotiations. 
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. ct·t·t· . It to sav which position will be strengthened as the 
It !S I ICU • l f b"l" t· d 

• • d On the one hand rising !eve s o mo I tza ron an transition procee s. . . n· 
•· - )led to the inevitable increase m v10lent con 1ct -dehance - cou1 . 
Id einforce the view in certain circles that a revolutionary strategy 

~

0

~- b~e and hence preferable. On the other hand, this could cause so 15 
\ iah . t bi·i·ity and conflict and so substantiallv weaken the NP 

muc ms a ' . . . CP h t 
t t. ·10-htene<l white~ kave the countrv or 10m the ' t a gm·ernmen as r o ' f 

1 nerrotiating position could get stronger because of_ pressure rom 
:~~se \~ho simply want the restoration of stability, a qmck settlement, 

and peace. d · ff t 
With regard to 'compromise', the ANC and PAC have very 1 ere~ 

ositions. At this stage, compromise is seen as a tactrcal necessity in 
~rder to achieve certain short-term gains as part of a longer-term 

strategy. . h d 
In short, the role of black politics in the policy process has c . a~ge 

fundarnentallv. How it is structured, the approach to negot1at1ons 
ado ted by the leadership, and the extent to which they are p_repa_red 
10 c~mpromise in negotiations will critically affect the future d1rect10n 
of South African politics as a whole. 

NOTES 

1. Alexander interviewed by J. Rantete, May 1990, Johannesbur_g. 
2. The organizational structure of the two branches of the PAC is: 

PAC (Internal): 
President- Zeph Mothopheng 
Vice-president- Clarence Mlamli Makwetu 
Secretary-general _ Benny Alexander 
Ass. secretary-general - Philemon Tefu 
National organizer - Walter Tshikila 
secretary (Publicity) - Benny Funani Ntoele 

(Finance) _ Mike Matsobane 
(Foreign affairs) - Patricia De Lille 
(Political affairs) - Mpolose Manqangwana 
(Economic affairs) - Bantubonke Nduna 
(Relief projects and pensions)- Bathembu Lugulwane 
(Projects and development) - Joyce ~edibe 
(Sports and recreation) - Lesley Ntuh . 
(Culture and youth) - Mpolusi Morokong 
(Legal affairs) - Phillip Dlamini 
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(Health) - Nana Doabi 
(Labour) - /vlanene Samela 
(Education)- Mah!ubi Mbandazayo 
(Research and ideological studies) - Jafta Masemola 

• PAC (External): 

President - Zeph lvlothopheng 
Chairperson - Johnson Mlarnbo 
Admin. secretary - Joe Mkwanazi 
s~cretary (Women's affairs) - Elizabeth Sibeko 

(Foreign affairs) - Gora Ebrahim 
(Welfare) - Nomvo Booi 
(Defence) - Sabelo Phama 
(~inance) - Joe Moabi 
(Economic affairs) - Mfanase Kaya Dobose 
(Education) - Elias Mfaza 
(Labour) - Lesoana Makhanda 
(Information director) - Walter Tobot 

3. Alexander interviewed by J. Rantete, May 1990, Johannesburg. 
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CHAPTER EW/EN 

NEGOTIATING URBAN TRANSITION: 

THE SOWETO EXPERIENCE' 

MARK SWILLING & KHEHLA SHUBANE 

INTRODUCTION 

At 10.30 p.m. on 30 August 1990, representatives of the TPA, SPD, and 
the Councils of Soweto, Diepmeadow, and Dobsonville emerged from 

•. a fourteen-hour meeting in Johannesburg with a historic statement. 
• Tiiey were able to announce that an agreement had been reached on 
: how the Soweto rent boycott could be brought to an end and a 
i', far.reaching urban restructuring programme implemented. 
'!, The agreement provided for the writing off of over RS00 million 
::: "-'

0 rth of arrears, the payment of an interim service charge bv the 
t ~Sidents of Soweto, and the creation of a metropolitan chamber ·(MC) 
/ t<hose 'mandate' would be to dismantle the apartheid urban system by 
1\ _ lh.aking sure that 'an appropriate new system of local government and 
# i<lministration for the region [is] established'.2 

,:. This agreement marks a turning point for South Africa's cities and 
'\ lawns. An examination of the process that led up to this agreement 
,. ~It reveal the dynamics of the urban transition currently underway 
,,_ lcross the length and breadth of the country. The rent boycott move-
. 111.,nt has played an integral role in bringing about this transition. 

RENT BOYCOTTS 

~~ing in the Vaal in 1984, rent boycotts3 in the Transvaal and 
· 1. ere became a powerful social movement that succeeded in 

Ing the financial unviability of the apartheid city. This success 
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